Civilian Defense Among New Courses To Be Offered Second Semester

"Civilian Defense Against Atomic Blasts," a new course in civilian defense, will be offered in the second semester by Professor J. H. Mourane.

"This course," stated Professor Mourane, "is offered in order that the civilians may know what to do to survive an atomic bomb attack."

The course is open to all students, men and women, and it requires no previous knowledge of any science. It is a layman's course and will be taught from the viewpoint of instructing as many people as possible concerning the dangers of atomic blasts and what the average person can do in civilian defense to counteract the effects of the A-bomb.

The course will begin with the structure of the atom, and then proceed to the subjects of radioactive atomic disintegration of the atomic bomb; the characteristics of the atomic blast; the dangers of atomic radiation; the possibilities of survival; decontamination of atomic radiation; the cardinal points for what to do in case of an atomic explosion. The course is listed as physics 8. It will meet three times per week, and will carry three hours credit as an elective.

"Anyone interested may take this course provided he registers with the college," stated Professor Mourane.

Botany, Biology 15, will also be given as an additional course in the Science Department in the second semester. This course will be taught by Mr. Nicholas Antoniakas, a graduate of the University of North Carolina. It will deal chiefly with the reproduction of the lower fungi, algae, mosses, and fungi. Great stress will also be placed on the classification and seed development of the evergreens and other seed plants.

This course is required for those who plan to major in Biology.

Band-Choir Concert Brings Unanimous Approval From Students and Surrounding Area

The Band-Choir concert presented under the direction of Mr. Leon Hardt and Dr. Joseph Wilson at the Christmas holidays has brought notice and approval to the Music Department and to H. P. C.

Tuesday afternoon, January 9, the band was featured on the first of a series of programs to be given each week from 2:30 to 2:45 over Radio Station WHPE. These programs are under the direction of Miss Emma Frances Haber and will attempt to better acquaint High Point and the surrounding area with H. P. C. and its aims in educational and cultural development.

Pictured is the band led by Clarence Maxwell, Drum Major, and the five majorettes elected by the student body to represent H. P. C. on the football field and in parades. Dr. Wilson is shown at the left. The band has been greatly enlarged this year through the efforts of Dr. P. E. Lindley. Dr. Wilson has done an admirable job as director as evidenced by the enthusiasm and appreciation displayed at the appearance of the band at student assembly and basketball games.

The choir (picture next issue) has also brought honor to the Music Department this year. The concert featured soloists who are receiving excellent training under Mr. Wilson.

News Bureau Offers Valuable Service

In referring to the work of the News Bureau of H. P. C., Miss Haber, head of the department states, "I wish to express my appreciation for the cooperation of the students and faculty in bringing news items and urge them to continue to do so."

Miss Haber requests that students knock on her door when they find it closed, and in the event that they receive no response to slip news items under the door.

The News Bureau has many services available to students, including pictures of various activities on the campus and of campus surroundings. It offers service for individual photo graph, information concerning college studies and faculty, and opportunities for valuable printing which will be of help to students in obtaining desirable positions.

In asking for the continued cooperation of students, Miss Haber says, "Let's put our best foot forward and tell the world the good work H. P. C. is doing."

Enlistments Number over 40 H. P. C. Men

Over forty men have enlisted in the armed forces and have gone for training from H. P. C. of the number the Air Corps received the majority of enlistments, but recent regulations have temporarily frozen Air Corps recruiting.

It was announced this week, following a meeting of the Executive Committee, that those men called prior to the end of the semester may see Dr. Hinshaw and make arrangements to take their exams early in order not to lose credit for the semester's work. All departments and instructors are cooperating to see that the men who must leave receive every opportunity to complete their work as soon as possible.

The policy concerning future calls to active duty has not yet been announced but it is expected that some plans will be formulated that will benefit the student who has completed the major portion of a semester and is called prior to its completion.
Purpose "Scholastic"

"To stimulate the love of learning to insist upon thorough knowledge of the subject, to develop intellectual integrity, and to cultivate the ability and the disposition for creative thinking in the American tradition of individual freedom."

True. "American tradition" of individual freedom. "We must rely upon ourselves."

"Freedom of speech, so it be short and sweet, and not evil paid for good, then let us cherish it."

Without doubt, many of us will attain a certain amount of intellectual integrity, "resourcefulness," and "the disposition for creative transactions by Robert Vogele."

This book recalls the original French text, presented in entertaining and readable form, with humorous illustrations by Robert Vogele. This book recalls the original French text, presented in entertaining and readable form, with humorous illustrations by Robert Vogele. This book recalls the original French text, presented in entertaining and readable form, with humorous illustrations by Robert Vogele. This book recalls the original French text, presented in entertaining and readable form, with humorous illustrations by Robert Vogele.

To give one's best efforts to scholastic achievement is a mark of excellence in our college and is valuable in and of itself. To give one's best efforts to scholastic achievement is a mark of excellence in our college and is valuable in and of itself.

...there is a question: What is set forth the scholastic purpose of High Point College, and what is the scholastic standard of the student?

"We're in a tight spot here!" growled one of the soldiers. There's been a change here. Our friends can't go with me."

And felt its austere charm. It is inhabited by a teetotaller and a teetotaller, and an unwitted acquirement of three native wives. If nature's tempering so served, if nature's tempering so served, "Chimp on My Shoulder"

To start the New Year off right, it would be natural to do a little studying, and so that all of you can get back to your books at the usual "bye Shug"—and (ahem) we'll end this column as we wish you the best of luck in your studies and in your careers in the year to come. Welcome back to school.

Bruce Hamiltor Bruce is leaving soon for the Air Corps. He is going to leave for the Air Force soon also. Becky has been seen frequently in the library, and so that all of you can get back to your books at the usual "bye Shug"—and (ahem) we'll end this column as we wish you the best of luck in your studies and in your careers in the year to come. Welcome back to school.

At Hobo camp, Jimmy Fisher had a cute Salem gal at the game Saturday night. Jimmy is leaving for the Air Force soon also. Becky Howard, Frances Howell, and Buddy Leonard all are very happy when they get mail. Sentimental interests, no doubt. Although our basketball team was defeated over the holidays in Indiana, each boy and the coach deserves much credit. I think the team revolves that HPG is behind them all the way.

Bruce Hughes left HPU for the Navy recently. Johnny Huffstetler is also leaving soon. It's too bad that the world situation is as it is, but anyway to all of you leaving we wish you the best of luck in your studies and in your careers in the year to come. Welcome back to school.
PANTHERS LOSE CONRAD WEST TO AIR FORCE

WHAT'S NEW IN SPORTS?
BY Jim HARDIE

During the Christmas holidays, I went to Terra Haute Ind. with the basketball squad for the Mid-Western Basketball Tournament.

We left Christmas morning and spent the day driving through the beautiful Great Smoky Mountains. The first leg of our journey took us to Lexington, Kentucky where we met a good friend for an overnight stop. The second leg, with the basketball squad for the Mid-Western Basketball Tournament, took us to a cool eight In-low zero. Take it from me. High Point was a sample of cold not hern.

The afternoon was spent just lying around. All the players were tired and hotly headed for an In-home place like home. The North was nice but there's no place like home.

Thursday morning the team worked out at eleven o'clock at the gym where the game was to be played that night. Every one worked hard that morning because everyone really wanted that game.

After the workout, we had lunch and went back to the hotel. The afternoon was spent just lying around. All the players were tired and hotly headed for an In-home place like home. The North was nice but there's no place like home.

The Purple Panthers defeated the Guilford College Quakers 73-34, to make successful their debut in the 31 North State Conference title race.

The Panthers' starting five were led by Conrad West, who scored 25 points in 25 games. His fine play in the cage plans of Coach Smith. He played a large part in the Panthers' success for the season.

The second victory ended with the three cars from North Carolina parked behind the Terra Haute House Hotel in the city where the tournament was taking place. During our first night there were fifteen bodies from Indiana parked behind the Terra Haute House Hotel in the city where the tournament was taking place.

Friday night there were fifteen travel-weary bodies. Hill had been spending time in the blue grass section of Western Kentucky. Shortly before we go (in the cage plans of Coach Smith) he played a large part in the Panthers' success for the season.

The day student girls who day student girls who

Committee Plans

Redecoration of Girls Day Room

A committee, working under the direction of Dr. G. H. Hobart, is compiling lists of furnishings and draperies needed to make the Day Student Room more comfortable and attractive.

The committee is composed of Dr. G. H. Hobart, Miss E. Miera, Janet Kennedy, Larry Puge, Mr. Dick Short, and Laura van Beveren.

SUNSHINE LAUNDRY
MONITE MOTH PROOF DRY CLEANING
3393
Dial 3393
210-212 Pine St.

LINDALE DAIRY PRODUCTS
ARE PRODUCTS OF A
High Point Quality

Milk
Ice Cream

Visith

HIGH POINT COLLEGE
BOOK STORE
FOR A COMPLETE LINE OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES
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News From The Alumni
by LIL GILBERT

Singing Of Hymns Starts New Year
Opening the final period of the seventh hour of the new year, Dr. P. E. Linslie announced that the scheduled entertainment, Mr. William Locke delivered a brief talk on "New Beginnings." Dr. Linslie expressed the opinion that "the year is new only as we make it so nothing else can be said about it." Each day should be a new beginning, quoting from the Apostle Paul, to the letter to Timothy in which he advised Timothy to "turn his face to strict teaching." Mr. Locke expressed the opinion that "’51 looks like ‘49. However, he stated, ‘It is not the handicapped but what do we do about that matter.’"

Dear Sir,

It has been some time since I have received the Alumni Newsletter, and I am kind of out of order to make some move in getting an encyclopedic address of the at end of this letter.

I have high hopes for 1952. I may write two or three of the books mentioned in this letter, or even a few others. It is good to know that I have studied at many different places in the past years, and I still have to find the best one of the libraries I have studied in. Presently I am doing graduate work in the University of Washington, and I am really interested in the work.

Looking forward to the coming year, I am pleased to know that the Alumni will be able to do more in the future years. We are pleased to know that the Alumni is interested in the success of the Alumni, and I am sure that we will be able to do more in the coming years.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

(Continued in Next Column)

Fashions On Parade
by LIL GILBERT

Welcome to 1951—a new year—and new fashions with the spotlight pointing to woolens. Woolens will play an important role in everyone's wardrobe. They will be used for suits, coats, dresses — even hats, bags and shoes. To be eligible for ‘51 cloth, a lot of white, basket weaves, and saggy khaki—will become almost nonexistent. Narrow pique stripes and the wide novelty stripe in combination with solids for suits will be at the top of the fashion popularity poll.

40% of the colors ranging from blues through the coppery hues, blues, newest in slate, red, clear and bright; navy and gray, especially when used with white pink and mauve for accent colors.

The newest woolen fabrics for ’51 to be used for coats will consist of nubby tweeds, with a lot of white, basket weaves, and saggy khaki—will become almost nonexistent. Narrow pique stripes and the wide novelty stripe in combination with solids for suits will be at the top of the fashion popularity poll.

The newest woolen fabrics for ’51 to be used for coats will consist of nubby tweeds, with a lot of white, basket weaves, and saggy khaki—will become almost nonexistent. Narrow pique stripes and the wide novelty stripe in combination with solids for suits will be at the top of the fashion popularity poll.

The newest woolen fabrics for ’51 to be used for coats will consist of nubby tweeds, with a lot of white, basket weaves, and saggy khaki—will become almost nonexistent. Narrow pique stripes and the wide novelty stripe in combination with solids for suits will be at the top of the fashion popularity poll.
New Draft Ruling Favorable to Students

The Defense Department has announced a new draft ruling which makes it possible for the student who is now enrolled in college and doing satisfactory work to choose the branch of service he prefers to enter at the end of the school year, in the event that he is drafted before his school year is completed. Under the old plan the student who was drafted had no choice but to enter the army. In order to be able to choose this branch of service many students stopped school temporarily and set out to see the world on a shoestring. As an author of "Fabulous Destinations," by John Nicholls Booth. The author, the genial nature at the end of the school year. The HI-PO staff will solicit material from the students beginning in February and choose a committee to edit and prepare this material for publication. The expense of the publication will be defrayed by the Student Body.

Browsing Through the Book Shelves

"BENNETTS WELCOME"

Now that midterm exams are behind us once again, we can relax for a while and learn some history the pleasant way. Inigo Fletcher has completed the sixth of a series of Carolina travels, in which she tells the story of two hundred years history, from the first settlement, to the ratification of the Constitution.

This newest novel, "Benett's Welcome," takes its hero, Richard Monington, through the conflict between Oliver Cromwell's armies and those of the Royalists and Charles II of Scotland. The desperate flight of Charles is told with the vividness that is characteristic of Inigo Fletcher's narratives. After Richard Monington had seen his cavalry crumble, he made a hazardous voyage to Virginia as an indentured servant, and from there to Carolina, into the rich land of Albemarle where the first permanent settlement in North Carolina was made.

This book is not recommended to replace your studies of European history, but if you want to make your history live, you will find the characters in "Benett's Welcome" unmistakably alive.

"THE HINGE OF FATE"

The fourth volume of Winston Churchill's story of "The Second World War" is now available in the College Library. This book, called "The Hinge of Fate," was so named because of the abrupt turn from disaster to success in the latter part of the war. Beginning with the completion of the Grand Alliace, after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, Mr. Churchill covers the most critical part of the war; and no one is more qualified than he, to give this great story of human courage and triumph.

"PASCOE'S CINEMATICS"

This is the time of year when we begin to look longingly at the tempting travel posters in magazines. But since we are detaining our leisure for the necessity of getting an education, the best substitutes for a journey to far places can be found in the existing pages of "Fabulous Destinations," by John Nicholls Booth. The author, formerly a pastor of a Unitarian church, gave up his work temporarily and set out to see the world on a shoestring. As an amateur correspondent for the Chicago Sun-Times he found himself covering every thing from earth quakes to guerilla warfare. Can you picture a former minister doing card tricks for the amusement of Japan, meditating with the wrestling monks of Korea, or dancing with the Sultans of Jereh? He even

Hi-Po To Celebrate with Dinner Party at Plantation Club

A dinner party at the Plantation Club on Friday evening, February 2, has been planned by the officers and faculty advisors of the HI-PO to celebrate the successful completion of the schedule for the first semester. The HI-PO has published only two weeks and there have been seven issues for the semester.

Invitations to the HI-PO staff will be delivered this week and members of the staff are invited to bring a date. Dinner will be served at 8 p.m. Invitations will be followed by dancing. Mrs. Paschal is your hostess.

Eligible members of the student body, who will find comfortable couches and music for dancing. If you just want to relax and look at a magazine, you will find comfortable couches and bridge tables for games, and music for listening. If you want to relax and look at a magazine, you will find comfortable couches and music for dancing. If you just want to relax and look at a magazine, you will find comfortable couches and music for dancing.

Enrollment Down Due to Enlistments

The enrollment for second semester was down to approximately 600 from the first semester figures of about 770. It was learned today. This decrease is due to enlistments in the national forces, draft calls, and mid-term examination.

Students who receive their draft notices prior to the completion of a semester's work are urged to contact Dr. C. R. Hinshaw, Dean of instruction, in an effort to postpone induction until after graduation. Registration will begin Monday, January 31, and will continue through Tuesday, January 30. Classes will begin on Wednesday, January 31, at 8:00 a.m.
Our Poets Speak

BYRNE'S APPLIES

By Darce Lewis

Next to Byrne's hunting bounds,
His apples were his pride;
And he could grow the finest ones
In all the countryside.
Each year in fall the wagon 
To the narrow country road
That led to Byrne's cellar door.

To leave their precious load
The cellar door was opened wide.

The floor was dry and clean,
Into the stack of boxes piled high.
With red and yellow sheaves,
Old Byrne cautioned now and then.

Safe care, you know they bruise;
Virginia beauties such as those
Are much too good to lose.
We'll keep the Fallow Waters clear
By the cellar stair.

Beside the cellar stair
Where friends and loved ones.
We'll keep the Fallow Waters clear
By the cellar stair.

So you've got to make them begin and end with,
"When I get out of the service . . .
What are you going to do when you get out of service? Are you going to do your part to make sure your kid brother or your own children do not have to face this same problem when they finish college?"

I believe this we're going to have to put on a uniform and stand in readiness while the men are equipped with the running of our government attempt a peaceful settlement across the conference table. All this adds up to just one question: Are you ready when you reach the final table. If you have trouble finding the answer to this, they've just begun, so better sign off now. If you are one of those privileged seniors who has completed registration, this time to sign up for college courses is an enjoyable privilege. Let me give you some friendly advice. Don't be too anxious when you approach this problem in the high days of spring. "What you teaching that I ain't had that worth taking?"

If you have had this particular professor in the previous semester, this is the time to try and find out what kind of grade you received and then decide. Now seniors professors will evade the question, and say, "Try it and see." But we do all too well know that the next poor fellow who turns registration in you will probably be a senior the next time. The day is coming when those plans you made years ago will have an opportunity to be put to work. Be ready: Be ready when you reach the final table.

Our Turn: Our lives. We are all brothers; we live and work together like brothers.
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THOUGHTS

By Betty Clarke Dillon

There is a time to live.
And a time to die.

There is a time to buy . . .
And a time to sell.

There is a time for thinking.
And a time for speaking.

There is a time to give;
To the share that he be pleased.

There is a time to taste of
With open hand and free—
Each red apple worth its weight
In hospitality.
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High-Flying Panthers Grounded by Elon, Lenoir Rhyme

This was the first Conference game this year, the Panthers lost to Elon, Lenoir Rhyme with a stunning 86-38 victory.

The Purple Panthers of High Point College dropped from first place in the North State Conference race, to a three way tie for second in the North State Conference ratings was released after the 112-50 victory over the Panthers.

The High Point team was held to 39 points. The highest score racked up by the Panthers thus far was against Murray, Kentucky.

The Purple Panther Cage Team Loses Conference Lead to Lenoir Rhyme

The Purple Panthers of High Point College dropped from first place in the North State Conference race, to a three way tie for second in the North State Conference ratings was released after the 112-50 victory over the Panthers.

The Purple Panther Cage Team Loses Conference Lead to Lenoir Rhyme

What's New in Sports? By Jim Hardie

A brief telephone conversation with Conrad West, former member of the Panther cage squad, revealed nothing as to his plans for the future. Shortly after Christmas, West quit school to join the Air Force, but technical difficulties prevented him from joining. From the tone of Conrad's conversation, I assume that if he is going to return to school, he will do so in time to start the second semester. Up until the time West quit the Panther Cage Squad, he was a very consistent player. He returned would surely put us at the top of the conference. Football was because the draft would prevent us from having enough men to field a team. Actually, the threat of draft has hit the Panther cage squad. The choir of war hangs over the future of sports. We can only wait and see what happens.

"I'm only a little pebble in your life. Why not be a little bolder?"

For the girl who knows clothes
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Fashions On Parade

By LIB GILBERT

There is an abundance of silk in all of the fall garments. Fabrics, textures, prints and colors. Silk is one of the leading and most popular fabrics this year.

For every item in your wardrobe there is a silk — from fine shirtings for blouses to shantung for spring into summer suits.

The wise shopper will take a special note, first of the shirtings that are striped — broad or narrow — to be used for blouses, sportswear, and casual dresses. Secondly, of special interest and used dramatically in delicately etched florals and geometrics, will be hand-stenciled prints on shantung for dresses and blouses. Last, but not least, sheer organizations in a neat pin check for blouses, soft day or evening dresses will catch your eye.

As you walk in the "5 fashion parade — parade in silks.

News From The Alumni

by LIB GILBERT

Rev. Robert P. Kirchgessner (C'49), pastor of St. Mary's Episcopal Church in Jacksonville, N.C., has been awarded the distinguished service award during the annual meeting of the outstanding young men in Jacksonville Sunday afternoon. At the same time he received the Key Man Award for the man who has contributed most to the Jacksonville Junior Chamber of Commerce, Rev. Kirchgessner did graduate study at Duke University and has been in Jacksonville for the past two years. He is a member of the Kincaid Club and Chamber of Commerce, and past president of the Jacksonville Ministerial Association.

Jan. 19 — Mr. Patch is a construction engineer in V. V., Florida. He plans to stay in High Point.

Jan. 27 — Appalachian at H. P.

Feb. 3 — Catawba at Salisbury

Feb. 6 — A.C.C. at Wilson

Feb. 8 — Elon at High Point

Feb. 10 — Appalachian at Boone

Feb. 15 — E.C.T.C. at High Point

Feb. 17 — Lenoir Rhyne at H. P.

Feb. 23-24 — Conference Tournament at Statesville

BASKETBALL RESULTS

Dec. 7—Washington & Lee 60, H. P. 82

Dec. 9—Erskine 63, H. P. 83

Dec. 12—Chattanooga 73, H. P. 56

Dec. 13—Western Kentucky 77, H. P. 61

Dec. 19—Murray, Ky. 68, H. P. 90

Dec. 27—Alabama 64, H. P. 92

Dec. 29—Midwest Tournament

Jan. 3—Mississippi College 62, H. P. 68

Jan. 6—Guilford 51, H. P. 72

Jan. 6—Catawba 68, H. P. 80

Jan. 8—E.T.S.T. 38, H. P. 59

BROWNING THROUGH . . .

"Continued from Page One"

"Are you the barber who cut my hair the last time?"

"I don't think so. I've only been here six months."

"Wanted—A salesgirl; must be respectable till after Christmas."